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Welcome, Annual Service, June 2019
It gives me great pleasure to welcome the Veterans and their
families, the visiting VIP’s here to the 2019 Bomber Command
Memorial Service.
Whilst this continues to be a commemoration for Bomber
Command Veterans, this year the association has invited other
branches of the Air Force to join us for the service as in most
cases their associations have disbanded as their numbers
diminish. I welcome you all here today to remember you and
your comrades and the service you have all given.
I am Bruce Hebbard the newly elected President of the
New Zealand Bomber Command Association. Along with the
new executive we are the first members to be elected without
previous wartime or air force service. All of us are close relatives
of members who served in Bomber Command.
I would like to acknowledge all the work carried out by
the previous Committees in the running of the NZ Bomber
Command Association, maintaining the memory of the veterans
and remembering the sacrifices made. Special mention must be
made to recently retired Immediate Past President Ron Mayhill
who has worked tirelessly to achieve these aims. I also make

particular mention and thanks to Peter Wheeler who has been
a major guiding force in our association and now wishes to take
a lesser role in its governance. Special welcome to all our World
War Two Veterans, well into their nineties, who have earned the
right to step back and take things a little easier.
The other major project of our Association over past years
has been the preservation and maintenance of the Lancaster at
MOTAT an icon of Bomber Command. The intervention taken
in the 1970’s halted the deterioration of the aircraft which had
been sitting outside in the elements and once under cover it
was restored to its fine condition today. We thank those veterans
for their foresight in carrying out this work.
I would like to thank all of those who had a part in organising
today’s service especially the Auckland War Memorial Museum,
its staff, the Officers and Cadets of No3 Air Training Corps.
Today we honour the part our airmen played in enabling us to
enjoy the lifestyle we have which was gained from the sacrifice
they made. You have our everlasting gratitude.
Thank you all for coming today to commemorate that effort
made by our Air Force Veterans. Bruce Hebbard, President

Executive News

Up Coming Events

RETIREMENT

July
Visit to 5 squadron RNZAF
Whenuapai. The Association is
twinned with this operational
squadron ( flying Orion P5 ) and
members are invited to a special
open day.
As this is an active base, security
measures will apply and entry only
with pre clearance.
If you and your family would like to
attend please email your name and
those of any family to me at
spirits@xtra.co.nz

With the appointment of a treasurer and the secretary position about to be filled, I will
be able to retire from the CEO position over the next wee while.
Many years ago when I joined
the archives, answer public questions
(perhaps press ganged ) the founding
and keep in touch. However I will have
President Bill Simpson was concerned
more time to visit the veterans and
that as the executive of veterans aged,
maybe produce another book.
there was less energy to complete a
Thanks for all of the help given to me
number of important projects. He was
and especially for the friendships made
also concerned that the memory of the
with the veterans. I value that very much.
Bomber Boys could just disappear along
with the Lancaster and all the displays.
He gave me the task of transiting
the Association to one run by the next
generation of Bomber Boys. With the
appointment of a new President and Vice
President last year, and with a complete
NZBCA executive and Trust Board that
task is complete and the Association is in
good hands and heart.
I will not be vanishing as I have made
too many good friends for that to
On duty at the book launch of Kiwis Do Fly
happen and I will still be looking after
at MOTAT
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November 30th
An afternoon social is being arranged
for veterans and families at the
Edmund Hillary Village in Remuera.
Invitations will be sent to veterans
and service members, however if you
would like to attend please email
michaelcopsey@xtra.co.nz

The Bomber Command Medal Argument Resurfaces
From: Heather Allsworth
Email: write2_heather@hotmail.com
Subject: Bomber Command Medal Campaign Group

E WEDDALL SAAF

Following a long campaign by Jim
Wright another equally determined
Bomber Command Clasp group has taken up the cause
In looking at the relative significance of the Bomber
Command clasp for the 1939 - 45 Star they have found a little
known 1946 regulation regarding the Air Crew Europe Star.
This reversed a decision that the 60 days service prior to June
1944 counted for the for the ACE Star and is part of the 120 days
needed for the 1939 to 45 star.
However do remember that our Government overruled the
UK MOD in awarding the Bomber Command clasp by counting
service with an OTU as qualifying.
Also note that the official NZG guide,
CSM - 3, of January 1949 states; 1939 - 45 Star,
Air Force, six months ground service in an
operational base area or two months aircrew
service in an operational area with at least one
operational flight.
By comparison the Arctic Star required only
entry into an operational area. So the Bomber
Command clasp effectively required 120 days
plus 60 days, ie six months, when most crews
lasted much less. All this debate over an award
is just not fair nor common-sense. No wonder
the Brits can’t arrange their Brexit
Arctic Star_
it’ll take them another sixty years.

Dear All,
It is widely known, that the Bomber Command Clasp was
not well received by veterans and that their service was
recognised very differently to the Arctic Convoy veterans,
whose campaign was comparable, in terms of length, risk
and rigour and a geographical area during the Second World
War where, really, no other allied unit operated. But, what
struck me were the facts highlighted in that review, which
related to Bomber Command; and more importantly the facts
and history relating to medallic recognition, which was not
mentioned, either in the review or in Brigadier (Ret’d) Parrit’s
recommendations which followed.
The following are some of the pertinent issues which we
have already raised:
• Inconsistent treatment within Bomber Command, between
the servicemen.
• Inconsistent treatment with other campaign stars.
• Inconsistent treatment due to new precedents being set.
• Inconsistencies with the Bomber Command Clasp
• Lack of consideration of the historical evolvement of
medallic recognition for Bomber Command.
• Facts seemingly not considered by the Independent Military
Medals 2012 review.
• Additional facts following the Independent Military Medals
2012 review.
• Concerns over the eligibility criteria for the Air Crew Europe
Star.
• Concerns over the eligibility criteria for the Bomber
Command Clasp.
• Lack of consideration between the France and Germany
Star and the Air Crew Europe Star.
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2019 Commemorative Service
This years’ service in the Hall of Memories was conducted by Squadron Leader Stuart
Hight and the NZBCA Chaplain Wing Commander Anthony Hawes, MC was Ian Barron. For
the first time the service included all those who served in the RNZAF and other Allied Air
Forces, a special mention of the 75th anniversary of the D Day landings.
Seven veterans were present along with friends, family,. a good contingent from
the RNZAF and 5 Squadron together with the Mayor of Auckland, Phil Goff and
representatives from the Australian and British High Commissions, RAF and RAAF. Around
200 all told.
Once again the Cadets from 3 Squadron ATC acted as ushers. Addresses were made by
the RAF representative comparing missions of WWII and today. Jonathan Pote on Bomber
Command and D Day and Mayor Goff commenting on his family’s service with the RNZAF.
It was notable how many family members attended and this
support will ensure the continuing relevance and importance of
the NZBCA annual service.

Squadron Apple
Easton Walled Gardens, near Grantham, Lincolnshire,
has produced an apple tree to honour the memory
of the crews that served in RAF Bomber Command.
Having started life as a seedling that an RAF
engineer grew from a pip and gave to Easton’s
owners, Sir Frederick and Lady Ursula Cholmeley,
the Squadron Apple is now a mature tree producing
‘excellent fruit’.
Easton’s gardeners have managed to graft it
successfully and Lady Cholmeley hopes to see
several trees planted at memorial sites and airfields
across Lincolnshire.
from Country Life, June 5, 2019
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Luftwaffe night fighter pilot Jorg Czypionka
As our Bomber Command veteran ranks thin each year, so do
their Luftwaffe opponents. Always much fewer in numbers,
German night fighter pilots are rare and to find on is remarkable.
Now living in California Jorg’s comments make interesting
reading. To think that in 1945, the Mosquitoes he was hunting
over Berlin belonged to the LNSF (with many Kiwis on these
squadrons) and OBOE equipped Pathfinders.
Checking 109 Squadron records, in April 1945, 109 Sqn
operated almost every night over Berlin from the 5th to the 16th

and on the 12th past VP Keith Boles was near the German capital
at 33,000 feet dropping TIs. Joining him in the skies was Jorg
and his Me262. They never met.
•••
Born in Berlin, Germany, March 10, 1921, in 1926 he moved to
Mährisch, Ostrau, Czechoslovakia and attended German schools
after graduation from high school in
1936 Jorg joined the Luftwaffe. From
1941 to 1944 he was a flight instructor
for single engine, multi-engine and
instrument flying. In mid 1944 he was
transferred to Nachtjagd Ergaenzungs
Staffel Ludwigslust and trained to fly
the Me109 and Fw190 fighters for night
fighting. Lt. Czypionka then joined
10./NJG-11 in Jueterbog, flying 109s,
which were specially equipped for high
speed and high altitude use. His missions were against RAF.
Mosquitoes proved too fast for the 109s, a new squadron within
10./NJG-11, ‘Kommando Welter’ was formed in January, 1945.
They were equipped with single seat Me262 jet fighters in which
Lt. Czypionka has two confirmed victories in ‘Red 6.’ He was
decorated with the lron Cross.
With the war in Europe entering its second year Germany
was aggressively enlarging its military services. Jorg Czypionka
was compelled like so many other young men his age to enlist.
He wanted to be a fighter pilot and enlisted in the Luftwaffe
in 1940. His flight training was in southern Austria. After
the completion of his advanced training Jorg was made an
instructor of both primary and basic flight. His talents were
recognized as an operational training instructor.

“I have to say I loved that job,” Jorg recounts. “We flew the
Fw-44, the He-72 and the Bu-131 Jungmann, as well as high
performance fighters. I had a lot of time in the Jungmeister.
They were wonderful, manoeuvrable airplanes, so much fun to
fly. We were far from the war and able to build our flying skills. I
know for a fact that it was my better flying skills learnt there that
are why I can tell you this story.”
Jorg spent almost the entire war as a trainer however by mid
1944 his skills were needed as a fighter pilot. His first fighter was
the Messerschmitt Bf-109. Jorg said the following; “I really liked
that airplane,” Jorg said fondly. “It was tricky, but wonderfully
capable; when you’re young, that’s part of the challenge.”
With the rank of Lieutenant, Jorg was assigned to
NachtJagdgruppe JG 300. The group was a “Wilde Sau” unit. The
primary fighter of this unit was the Bf-109 G-10. Jorg officially
entered operational combat in September 1944. The airfield was
the Luftwaffe base at Juterborg, located southwest of Berlin.
The most challenging target for the JG300 pilots was
intercepting the pesky British Mosquito. The Mosquito was light
weight and fast. The bomber had developed the nick-name
“The Berlin Express.” “We flew special 109G-6s and G-10s, with a
three-stage blower. The British would send sixty Mosquito’s over
at a time, targeted almost always on Berlin.”
Jorg commented on the Mosquito; “That airplane, it was so
beautiful; it flew so well, I almost hated to have to try and shoot
at it.”
The Mosquito’s were illusive and difficult to track by the
Luftwaffe pilots. “They would send us off just before the British
were to arrive. Our only hope was to get up to ten or eleven
thousand meters and dive on them to catch them. If they were
flying higher than eight or nine thousand meters, we had little
chance, they were so fast.”
In October 1944, Jorg recalls an encounter in attempting to
intercept a Mosquito. “The controller put me right up in front
of a group of them, and I had the altitude to dive on them.
One was caught by the searchlights, and I went after him. I was
diving on him and he was still almost as fast as I was – it was
such a beautiful plane! – So I pushed the throttle into overboost, into takeoff power. I knew the engine wasn’t going to like
it, but I wanted to get him.”
Jorg started his dive at eleven thousand and levelled off
at seven thousand meters. The search lights had kept the
Mosquito illuminated all the while. Just as Jorg was entering
firing range he squared the Mosquito in his gun sights when the
Mosquito vanished. The bomber was still there it had slipped
out of the search lights. Frustrated, Jorg was about to reduce his
speed, shutting back on the booster when his engine exploded.
“The searchlights lost him and there I was in the darkness.
And then, before I could throttle back, the engine exploded!” Oil
burst from the engine all over the windscreen, and the engine
compartment caught fire. “I was going to bail right out,” he
recalls, “and I got rid of the hood, but then the wind blew out
the fire in the engine. It was definitely dead, but I stuck with it a
little longer. I got all my gear and disconnected everything. I was
really calm, much more so than I would have expected. I could
see the altimeter and it read almost five thousand meters. I got
up on the back of the canopy, just like they instructed us, and
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Night Hunters by Anthony Saunders

pushed myself up so I would miss the rudder. There
I was, falling up into space, and it was so beautiful in
the night.”
Jorg counted out a few seconds before his pulled
his rip-cord. “There I was, back to reality. I was
over a district with a lot of small lakes, and I could
see the moonlight and stars reflected on them.”
Jorg did not want to land in a lake where he could
accidentally get tangled in his chute and drown
so he tried to manoeuvre towards the dark areas
suspecting the area would be treed. Before he hit the ground
he fired a flare in the area he was falling. “It was all trees! And
then all of a sudden, something big and black went past me and
I hit something very hard.” Jorg landed on top of a small factory
which was next to a lake. The dark object he saw go past was
the factory chimney. “It took me a minute to get my bearings.
I figured out where I was, and also discovered I couldn’t find a
way down.” Here was Jorg hanging by his chute along the side
of a factory wall a little over twenty feet from the sidewalk and
road below.
Jorg shouted from the roof until his calls were heard. “An old
gentleman dressed in a uniform with brass buttons, and his
young Polish assistant, came out to see what the ruckus was
about.” “The old German watchman, went to get a ladder for me.
But the young guy thought I was American, he kept calling me a
terrorflieger and wouldn’t let the old man go get the ladder.”
To convince the doubting young man Jorg tossed down his
wallet with his identification in it. “They went inside their office
and looked at it, and when they came out saying ‘Ja, ja, Herr
Lieutenant!’ Both fell all over themselves saluting while they got

that ladder and helped me down.”
After the encounter with the two at the factory,
Jorg had to walk several kilometres out of the
forest, a rural area to get to a road to where he
could get a ride back to his airfield at Juterborg.
Jorg chased after Mosquito’s again the following
night.
Jorg was vectored to his targets by radar assisted
ground controllers and Jorg was able to shoot
down one of the British bombers while flying a Bf109. The Bf-109G-14 was painted RLM 76 “light-blue” and was
flown by Jorg on several missions but this was not the fighter he
claimed his Mosquito in.
The Messerschmitt Bf-109G series was powered by the
Daimler-Benz BD 605AS, 12 cylinder inverted-vee. The liquidcooled engine was boosted with a nitrous-oxide supercharger
with a three-stage blower. In the Gustav model the airframe
was strengthened along with the undercarriage and wings.
Additional engine power made the Gustav a strong competitor
with the Spitfire IX. The weight of the fighter increased with

Aviation Artist/Historian, Sir Ernie Hamilton Boyette’s painting
of the Bf-109 painted in RLM 76. Jorg flew this 109G-14 on several
missions. He clearly remembered the light blue colour.
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the new engine, weapon upgrades and additional armour
protection for pilot and aircraft. With all the new upgrades the
fighter could fly 400mph at 22,000 to 30,000 feet.
The machine guns located over the engine in the cowling was
the 13mm MG 131. The engine mounted cannon was the MG
151/20mm or the 30mm. The Gustav model was built for adding
additional weapons. The Gustav could be fitted with 20mm
cannon mounted in gondolas under each wing. The fighter
could also carry rail mounted rockets under the wings for attacks
against the American bomber formations. The G model was the
most produced airframes in the fighter series. A drop tank gave
the Messerschmitt an additional 30 to 45 minutes of flight time.

Jorg showing Winkle Brown the ropes

THE PILOT, THE FIGHTER.

The Me-262 that
Jorg flew when he
shot down a British
Mosquito.
Lieutenant Czypionka was assigned to Nacht Jagdgruppe
JG/300. The group was a night-fighter unit stationed at
Juterborg, southwest of Berlin. The primary fighter of the unit
was the Bf-109G and some Fw-190’s. Jorg began operational
combat missions in September 1944 chasing the British,
Mosquito which was the biggest challenge to the Luftwaffe
Night-Fighter squadrons. Jorg did manage to claim one
Mosquito while flying the Bf-109G.
A new squadron within 10./NJG-11, ‘Kommando Welter’ was
formed in January, 1945. The group was to be equipped with
the new Me-262 jet fighters. Lt. Czypionka was interested in the
new jet fighters and volunteered right away. Jorg flew his final
missions of the war in the Messerschmitt jet. The Me-262A “Red
6” above was one of the jets Jorg flew.
The jet fighter Jorg flew was not equipped with radar. He was
still guided to his targets by air-traffic-controllers who were
located all over Germany and France. Jorg was impressed in the
smooth flight the turbo-jets provided. The extra speed was also
appreciated as long as the pilot was able to operate the power
throttles evenly. Jorg stated that the Me-262 gave him the speed
to run down the Mosquito claiming one more before the war
ended in the Jet Night-Fighter.
The final Messerschmitt Me-262B proved to be an effective
night-fighter with a two seat version equipped with advanced
radar equipment. Introduced in the final months of the war the
full effects of the Me-262 on the British bombers formations
were never fully realized.
The two 1,980lb Junkers Jumo turbojets gave the pilot a
smooth flight at 500 to 560mph. The four 30mm cannons
guaranteed destruction of any British bomber. Lieutenant Jorg
Czypionka was fortunate to be at the fore front of aviation and
technological advancement to become a Luftwaffe Jet NightFighter Pilot.
In May 1945 he flew the 262 to Lubeck and handed it over to
the RAF. One of his final jobs as a Luftwaffe Pilot was to show
‘Winkle Brown’ the controls and techniques needed to fly a 262.
Winkle, a famous test, pilot then added the 262 to the 100 plus
types of aircraft he had piloted.
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Radar equipped 262B
At the end of the war Jorg became a
textile engineer in factory design and
production working in Europe, Africa
and Asia. He retired in 1983, is living
in California and still has connections
with in the textile Industry and in
construction.
Jorg is interested in automobiles, racing
and vintage, and air museums.

The origins of 75 (NZ) Squadron RAF
80 years ago, on the 4th of May 1939, New Zealand government
representatives in England took ceremonial delivery of the first
of thirty Wellington bombers ordered from Vickers-Armstrongs
Limited.
In 1936, Group Captain Ralph Cochrane, on loan from the U.K.
Air Ministry, had been brought out to New Zealand to review
the country’s air defences, which the government had decided
were woefully inadequate for the political climate of the times.
Cochrane made his review and tabled his recommendations
in March 1937, outlining a plan for a major expansion and
reorganisation of what was then the New Zealand Permanent
Air Force. A key element of Cochrane’s plan had been the
acquisition of a long-range bomber capability for maritime
reconnaissance & home defence, potential air co-operation with
Australia, and the ability to assist in the defence of Singapore.
In May 1938 the New Zealand Minister for Defence, the Hon. F.
Jones, announced that the government had placed an order for
30 of the brand new Vickers Wellington medium bombers at a
total cost of £750,000.
The Vickers Weybridge factory where the “NZ” Wellingtons
were being built was located at the legendary Brooklands motor
racing track. Mark 1 Vickers Wellington Type 403 serial number
NZ 300 was the first of these to come off the production line,
and a photo of her dual-control cockpit has survived.

The cockpit of Mark 1 Vickers Wellington, serial number NZ 300
(dual control), the first Wellington built for the RNZAF by VickersArmstrongs. The data plate behind the right-hand control
column reads “Type 403, No. NZ 300. Built at Weybridge Works.
Date April 1939 England”.
- “The Aeroplane”.
RNZAF personnel were assembling at RAF Marham under
the command of S/L Maurice William “Buck” Buckley, MBE,
RNZAF to train for the long-distance ferry flights back to New
Zealand, supplemented by a small group of RAF technicians
with experience in servicing Wellingtons. Marham was home to
two Wellington squadrons, 38 and 115 Sqdns, allowing sharing
of facilities.
It was a bold undertaking. Two squadrons-worth of the latest
bombers were about to be flown half-way around the world, an
unprecedented feat requiring considerable organisation, skill
and daring.
Buckley’s second in command and Navigation Officer was

“New Zealand’s Modern Bombers Undergo Trials
.” A New Zealand Squadron Wellington takes off on a test flight
at Weybridge.
- Otago Daily Times, 12 June 1939.
Flight Lieutenant Cyril “Cyrus” Kay OBE. Both Buckley and
Kay had already played significant pioneering roles in the
development of aviation in New Zealand.
In April 1939 volunteers had been called for from the
significant number of New Zealand officers already serving in
England on short and medium service commissions in the RAF,
plus from any at the end of their term, now on the reserve. Any
New Zealander in the RAF holding the rank of airman pilot was
also eligible, and, if selected, they would be commissioned
as pilot officers before leaving for the Dominion. In return,
they were required to stay on for a fixed term of five years, an
effective way for the RNZAF to repatriate some of its best and
brightest.
It was another three weeks after the ceremonial hand-over
before the first NZ Wellington arrived at Marham. On the 24th
of May NZ 301 was flown in from Weybridge by S/L Buckley, P/O
Arthur Rose-Price (a pilot on loan from 38 Squadron) and S/L
Sid Wallingford (NZ Liaison Officer to the UK Air Ministry and
nominated to lead one of the later ferry flights).
A second Wellington, NZ 302, was flown in the following day.
The New Zealand Squadron, the entity which would train
the groups of pilots, airmen and technicians selected to fly the
bombers back to New Zealand, was officially formed on the 1st
of June. Three more Wellingtons arrived that month.
S/L Buckley was nominated to lead the “1st New Zealand
Mobile Flight”, the first of five planned ferry flights of six aircraft
each and due to leave on 1 October. Crews for this Flight were
announced on the 15th of August and a series of publicity
photos were taken of the members.
The first Flight was expected to leave the U.K. on 1 October
1939, and arrive in New Zealand on the 26 October, the last leg
to be flown direct from Sydney to their new home, a brand-new
station under construction at Ohakea, near Palmerston North.
There they would form the basis of No. 1 Squadron RNZAF.
The RNZAF’s existing airfield runways and hangars were too
small for the new bombers, and concrete runways were needed
for the heavier machines. Two huge new hangars and two
runways were under construction at Ohakea, with three shifts
working round the clock.
Construction at Ohakea was expected to be finished just
in time for the 1st Flight’s arrival with progress slightly ahead
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Members of the New Zealand Squadron’s 1st Mobile Flight in
front of Vickers Wellington NZ 302, RAF Marham, August 1939.
Front row, pilots L-R: P/O Trevor Freeman, P/O Bill Williams, F/O
Jack Adams, F/O John Collins, F/O Arthur Greenaway, F/L Charles
Hunter, S/L “Buck” Buckley, S/L “Cyrus” Kay, F/O Aubrey “Breck”
Breckon, P/O Neville Williams, P/O Bill Coleman and F/O Fred
“Popeye” Lucas.
Behind them can be seen six RNZAF specialists: (8th from left)
LAC Ted Williams, Wireless Operator; (9th) Cpl Bill Steven, Fitter
Aero Engines; (10th) AC1 Ron Anderson, Wireless Operator; (11th)
Cpl Tom “Tutae” Read, Metal Rigger / Airframe Fitter; (12th) AC1
Donald McGlashan, Wireless Operator / Electrical Mechanic;
(17th) AC1 Joe White, Wireless Operator / Electrical Mechanic.
- Air Force Museum of New Zealand, T. O. Freeman personal
album collection.
of another new base being built to accommodate a second
medium bomber squadron (No. 2 Squadron RNZAF) at
Whenuapai, near Auckland.
However, only one Flight was ever formed.
Two weeks after the 1st Mobile Flight crew lists were
published, war was declared.
The New Zealand Government had already decided that in this
event, the men and five aircraft of the New Zealand Squadron
would be “placed at the disposal” of the RAF, and the balance of
the Wellington order was immediately cancelled.
The men were keen to stay in England and join the war
effort, but they also wanted to stay together. Liaison Officer

S/L Sid Wallingford recognised this in a letter written two days
later, passing on the latest official indication that “so far as is
practicable, personnel should be kept together on the same
station, and not attached piecemeal”.
It was the start of a seven month discussion, back and forth
between the NZ Government, the UK Air Ministry, and RAF
Bomber Command, over what to do with the unit, too small
to stand alone, unable to be quickly expanded with trained
New Zealand personnel, far from combat-ready, and yet with
significant potential value in terms of public morale, both in New
Zealand and in Britain.
Buckley enlisted crucial support from the AOC 3 Group, AVM
Jack Baldwin, and AOC-in-Chief Bomber Command, Sir Edgar
Ludlow-Hewitt, for the retention of the unit and its identity as a
New Zealand squadron, however once their recommendations
had been made, the decision was in the hands of the NZ
Government.
Meanwhile, with the possibility of air raids and invasion, RAF
squadrons were being dispersed to less vulnerable airfields and
on the 28th of September the New Zealand Squadron moved to
Harwell, near Oxford, where training began in earnest.
Buckley’s promotion to Wing Commander came through
on the 10th of November, recognition that his responsibilities
were now more than just the command of a Flight. That month
the unit was bolstered by the arrival of seventeen RAF Wireless
Operator/Air Gunners, seven RAF Observers and two new pilots.
The Squadron moved from Harwell to RAF Stradishall on the
15th of January 1940, to come under the command of 3 Group
and on the 25th six brand new Mark 1A Wellingtons arrived from
Vickers, Weybridge.
On the 12th of February the Squadron moved from Stradishall
to its permanent home at RAF Feltwell, where it would share
the base with an experienced operational Wellington unit, 37
Squadron.
On the 1st of March it was officially announced that what had
now become known as the New Zealand Flight would form the
basis of a new squadron in the RAF, manned by New Zealanders,
as far as practically possible.

Wellington NZ 302 of the New Zealand Squadron
near Harwell, 1939.
- The ‘Popeye’ Lucas collection, courtesy of the Lucas family.
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22.30 and 22.50hrs and made their way independently to their
But Buckley’s men were not waiting around for the paperwork
targets in what Kay described as “miserable” weather, using
to be completed – they were ready to join the war.
dead reckoning, and in Kay’s case, astro navigation. As if the
On the 10th of March at 13.50hrs, two Wellingtons, P9207 “C”
danger of flying in the dark over heavily defended Germany
captained by S/L Cyril Eyton “Cyrus” Kay OBE RNZAF and P9212
wasn’t enough, his aircraft was hit by lightning and the wireless
“F” by F/O John Noel Collins RNZAF, took off from Feltwell on
transmitter burnt out. The heating system also stopped working
the New Zealand Squadron’s first wartime operational sorties,
and the astrodome froze over, the temperature in the aircraft
“Operational Exercise No.1, Special Sweep as ordered”.
dropping to -28 degrees!
They had completed
On the 4th of April
three more operations
1940, 75 Squadron
by the 20th, when RAF
RAF relinquished its
Feltwell hosted a visit by
number plate when it
a group of special VIPs,
was absorbed into an
and a day of pomp and
Operational Training Unit
ceremony, recognising
and No. 75 (New Zealand)
the achievements of
Squadron was officially
several airmen and the
born.
imminent establishment
It was allocated “AA”
of the new squadron.
aircraft codes, and took as
The VIPs included the
its motto the Mãori saying,
Air Officer Commanding“Ake Ake Kia Kaha”, or “For
in-Chief of Bomber
Ever and Ever Be Strong”.
Command, Sir Edgar
While the 4th of April is
Ludlow-Hewitt, the Air
High Commissioner Mr Jordan and ACM Sir Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt
taken
as the official birth of
Office Commanding 3
taking the salute of members of the New Zealand Squadron.
75
(NZ)
Squadron, it was in
Group, AVM Jack Baldwin,
- AWMM, W.J. Jordan photo album, via Peter Wheeler.
fact another seven weeks
the NZ High Commissioner,
before it reached full
Mr Bill Jordan, the NZ
squadron strength with the establishment of a second “B” Flight
Liaison Officer with the Air Department, S/L Sid Wallingford, and
under the command of S/L Wilfred Collett.
several New Zealanders from other squadrons.
Now the unit could take a full part in the war as an effective
On the 27th, the squadron flew its first operation over enemy
fighting unit and forge its own proud identity as the only New
territory, a Reconnaissance and Nickel Operation.
Zealand heavy bomber squadron in RAF Bomber Command.
Three crews were detailed to drop their leaflets over
three separate areas inside Germany - Brunswick, Ulzen and
Chris Newey
Luneburg. S/L Kay in P9206 “B”, F/O Collins in P9207 “C” and F/O
NZBCA Executive
Adams in P9212 “F” took off at ten-minute intervals between
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Bomber Command veterans meet again
seventy-five years after supporting the
Normandy Invasion

Stirlings of 218 Squadron on D-Day
returning after operation Glimmer

On Sunday June 9th, the New Zealand Bomber Command
Association held its annual commemoration at the Auckland
War Memorial Museum, this year coincident with the 75th
anniversary of the Normandy landings. RAF Bomber Command
had a vital, albeit almost unseen and thus today unknown,
participation in that historic event. As every year, the number
of veterans was even less, but Ron Mayhill (Air Bomber, 75(NZ)
Sqn), Keith Boles (Pilot, 109 Squadron), Harry Cammish (Flight
Engineer, 50 Squadron), Douglas Williamson (also F/E 75(NZ)
Squadron) and Joh Green (Rear Gunner, 100 Squadron) together
almost made up a wartime heavy bomber crew of midnonagenarians. Only a navigator was lacking (but the son of

one was Master of Ceremonies
and Ron, as an Air Bomber,
had some training for stand-in
navigation on operations) to
complete a crew ready to fly
again together should their
Country be in peril.
The history of Royal Air Force
Bomber Command, in which
some 6000 Kiwis served (nearly
2000 being lost) is well known and has had its controversies,
albeit now largely decided in its favour by History. What is far less
known is its participation in the Normandy
Landings, where it was one of those almost
unseen foundations on which the invasion
depended for success.
Much to Air Chief Marshal Harris’ chagrin,
his precious bomber boys were wrested
from his grasp at midday on 14th April and
committed to the Transport Plan, under the
overall command of Eisenhower.
Initially, missions over France counted only
as one third of an operation towards a Tour
of thirty, but especially after the ‘Slaughter
under the moon’ at Mailly le Camp on
3rd May’, when over 11% of the attacking
force was lost, this near-mutiny provoking
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the bridgeheads. For months the Allies had spoofed a phantom
instruction was rescinded.
‘First US Army Group’ in south-east England, sending the same
Bomber Command’s main contribution prior to D-Day under
type of radio traffic as was reluctantly necessary in south-west
the Transport Plan was to paralyse the French railway system,
England, where the actual troops were. Inflatable tanks, crude
by destroying above all the rail repair facilities, pin-point targets
full size models of aircraft and much more added to the reports
but conveniently located beside marshalling yards that would
of occasional Luftwaffe reconnaissance aircraft. On June 5th and
usefully absorb near misses. Bomber Command was allocated
6th, it was Bomber Command’s task to simulate this spoof army
half of the targets, the USAAF and Second Tactical Air Force the
crossing towards the Pas de Calais, well to the east of Normandy.
other half between them. The fighter-bombers were already
By using the most exacting
adept at putting locomotives
choreography, ‘Operation
out of action, and destroying
Glimmer’ Stirlings of 218 (Gold
infrastructure in the countryside,
Coast) Squadron, 100 (Bomber
but the Germans were equally
Support) Group, flew towards
adept at repair. Bomber
the Pas de Calais whilst 617
Command linked arms with the
Squadron did the same towards
Americans and Tactical fighterCap d’Antifer, somewhat nearer
bombers to achieve near total
to Normandy. The Royal Navy
paralysis of reinforcement and
supplied some small vessels
re-supply by preventing such
to tow radar reflectors and
repair work.
broadcast fake unit-to-unit radio
“The effectiveness of the
traffic. That this was all deception
Transport Plan was evident in
was of course all clear at dawn,
German reports at the time.
but Hitler was so taken in by
A German Air Ministry (RLM)
the possibility that Normandy
report of 13 June 1944 stated:
itself might be the feint, with the
“The raids…have caused the
‘real invasion’ scheduled for the
breakdown of all main lines;
narrow Dover Strait soon after,
the coast defences have been
that he held the 2nd and 116th
cut off from the supply bases
Panzer Divisions there, despite
in the interior… producing a
Rommel’s desperate need for
situation which threatens to
them in Normandy.
have serious consequences.” and
Les Munro was one of the
that although “transportation
pilots involved, and he always
of essential supplies for the
held that the extreme flying
civilian population have been
accuracy required making the
completely…large scale strategic
simulation of a 6 knot convoy
movement of German troops
appear real on radar was the
by rail is practically impossible
greatest achievement of his
at the present time and must
illustrious squadron. Six aircraft
remain so while attacks are
flew in accurate formation
maintained at their present
two miles apart at night. After
intensity” (Wikipedia)
flying at an exact ground speed
Close to the Landings, 75(NZ)
towards France for two and a
Squadron was prominent. On
half minutes, dropping ‘window’
the night before the landings,
through a hole (cut by the step
75(NZ) Squadron put up twentyinto the nose) at fifteen second
six Lancasters, a Unit record
intervals, all simultaneously
at the time. 75(NZ) Squadron
turned 180 degrees (corrected
launched a second armada of
for wind) and flew in the reverse
twenty-four Lancasters as June
direction for two minutes and
6th ended at midnight. Their
ten seconds. Another accurate
bombs were dropped near
turn together, recommencing
Ouistreham – inland from Juno,
‘window’ dropping, formed a
the Canadian Beach. By midnight
cloud of chaff advancing at six
the Canadians were further
Saumur
Tunnel
knots overall. All aircraft carried a
inland than either the British or
relief pilot (Les Munro had Leonard Cheshire as his second pilot)
American forces
and the Lancasters two full crews. All this was done at night,
As the invasion was launched, so Bomber Command started a
spaced out at two mile intervals, in radio silence and corrected
meticulously planned ring of deception and confusion around
for drift. The final hurdle was that after six hours, a second
the periphery of the invasion fleet, as well as support close to
NZBC July 2019 … Page 11

in France would like to thank you personally and Bomber
Command for your magnificent co-operation last night. We
know well that your main work lies further afield and we applaud
your continuous and sustained bombing of the German war
industries and the effect this has on the German war effort.
But we also know well that you are always ready to bring your
mighty effort closer in which such action is really needed and to
co-operate in our tactical battle. When you do this, your action
is always decisive. Please tell your brave and gallant pilots how
greatly the allied soldiers admire and applaud their work. Thank
you very much”. (‘Bomber Offensive’, Sir Arthur Harris Marshal of
the RAF)
Five years ago, France also thanked all surviving veterans of
Normandy, Bomber Command veterans included, with the award
of the Legion d’Honneur.
Jonathan Pote, MBE, NZBCA Executive

E WEDDALL SAAF

formation of six aircraft had to take over
by positioning themselves exactly 500’
above each aircraft in the first group for
an outward run and then descending
in the turn to exactly replicate the ‘first
shift’ at the correct height as the latter
turned for home.
Beaufighters of 515 Squadron, 100(BS)
Group also operated across the entire
feint attack front, jamming Freya and
Wurzburg radars on the coast.
A strategic attack came 48 hours later,
when 617 Squadron, Les Munro again
involved, made the first drop of their
newly delivered Tallboy bombs to block
the Saumur Tunnel in the Loire region,
stopping
The 2nd SS Panzer Div ‘Das Reich’
and other units from South of France,
heading to Normandy. This was the first use of the six-ton
‘Tallboy’, only a few being dropped beforehand in England for
test purposes. Oddly, the urgency of D-Day had meant Vickers
had produced the Tallboys without a contract and the RAF had
not yet paid for them (a 10 ton ‘Grand Slam’ cost £250 000 in
1945 - £10 million today) so did not actually own the bombs
(each costing as much as several Lancasters) it dropped.
Bomber Command reverted to tactical action at Caen on July
7/8th. 467 Lancasters and Halifaxes dropped two-thousand tons
of bombs just ahead of the Canadian forces bogged down close
to Caen. With ‘Creep Back’ almost inevitable in such a massed
formation, choosing the aiming point was a dilemma and in
the event some Canadian troops and many French civilians
regrettably were killed.
However, next day Montgomery, not a man given to praising
or thanking others, wrote to Harris, “Again the allied armies
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Bernard Leighton 75NZ Squadron
Nightfighter pilot having developed Schräge Musik an upward
My father was Bernard Leighton, a Manchester businessman
aiming gun mounted behind the pilot. They could then take
of good education, who declined the offer of a University
out the tail gun with little risk. The tactic in response, often
education to join the family business. In 1944 he sold its assets
successful, was a corkscrew dive to escape in the dark. However
and joined the RAFVR, giving the proceeds to my mother and
HK568 was on fire and there was no escape. Lent followed them
went to war, joining 75 RNZAF Squadron. I joined the RAF
down, firing continuously. Although it was 0200hrs a few French
in 1954, but only as an Apprentice (3year full time course) in
saw this action, some interring what they could in a communal
The 75th Entry, RAF Locking near Weston-Super-Mare. The 75
grave. An honourable yet gruesome task.
coincidence then escaped me.
Early July 1944, Mother taking me, set off by
train for Sutton/Mepal, something to do with
conjugals I guess. The journey was an ordeal,
come nightfall we had only made Cambridge, no
free rooms anywhere so we were given a police
cell for the night. Next recollection is breakfast
in a farmhouse, over the road from the church
in Sutton. Cattle being in the yard for milking,
having been driven from grazing on the airfield.
Bernard took me there later on the crossbar of
his (Raleigh) bike.
Inexplicably the bike was years later delivered
to us, after my mother remarried and we had
moved twice.
Anyway, I then met the rest of the crew, who
were a very merry bunch, Skipper apologising
75(NZ) Squadron Lancaster ND 801 ends its days
to me for no “test flight”as their Lancaster was
being serviced. However, I did sit in the Flight Engineers seat.
Bernard’s father also named Bernard was a flight engineer
Even for a kid, getting to it was difficult. The main obstacle
RAF
trained, with Flying Officer Whitehouse crew on 75
being the main spar, a substantial wing to wing RSJ that passed
squadron based at Mepal. The pilot and wireless operator
through the fuselage and gave the Lancaster its strength.
were both RNZAF, two other crewmen were RAAF while
We watched the squadron take-off, on two or three late
Bernard and the two gunners were RAF.
evenings. I wondered then why dad didn’t wave! Mum later
All had completed 25 operations but on the night of
asked him “what’s it like?”
24/25 July 1944 all were killed on a raid to Stuttgart. The NZ
- Answer, Laxatives not needed!
Wireless operator had had a narrow escape earlier when his
Returning on their 28th op they were shot down by German
training aircraft was involved in a mid air collision.
hero Helmut Lent a night fighter ace, who had more than 100
The aircraft allocated to them for the Stuttgart raid, HK
“kills”.
568 AA- K had been hit by flak a week before, blinding the
Lent had an Iron Cross presented by Adolf Hitler but later died
pilot (Flight Sergeant Moriarty) but he managed to fly AA-K
from wounds after engine failure on landing caused him to hit
back to Mepal. For his bravery the King awarded him the
overhead power lines. HK568 went down near Strasburg in the
rare honour of a CGM.
Robertsau Forest.
Repaired almost overnight AA-K went on two further raids
Some wreckage was found by a local interest group searching
that
week before being lost.
for evidence of a B17 at the same spot.
By this time the Germans no longer fought Tail Gunner v

NZBCA executive and
Trust Board AGM
June 9 2019
Left
Lindsay Moaut
John Gumbley
Anthony Hawes
Peter Stockwell
Jonathan Pote
James Copsey

Right
Graham Pullyn
Chris Newey
Peter Wheeler
Bruce Hebbard
Ian Barron
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Europe News
BEM honours for services to heritage
The man awarded the
British Empire Medal
(BEM) for his services to
Lincolnshire’s rich bomber
heritage says he has never
felt so humble.
Harold Clifford Panton
- who established the
Lincolnshire Aviation
Heritage Centre at East Kirkby with his late brother, Fred, in 1987
- has received the BEM in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
The Centre is a commemoration to their brother, Christopher,
who was killed on the Nuremburg raid in March 1944.
On Monday, Harold said he went along to the centre to sit in
the chapel, where the names of 800 men who lost their lives
after flying out of East Kirkby during the Second World War are

placed on the memorial.
“It took quite a while for the news of the BEM to sink in,” said
Harold, aged 85. “It’s very humbling to receive the award.
“I came to sit in the chapel today to sit by the memorial with
the names of the 800 men who flew out of East Kirkby and lost
there lives.
“I started the aviation centre 31 years ago with my brother,
who as the eldest was honoured before he died.
“I cannot thank the people who nominated me and have
supported the aviation centre over the years.
“This really cane as a bolt out of the blue.”
Harold is still heavily involved in the day to day running of the
centre with the next generation of Pantons. Fred Panton sadly
passed away in June 2013.
Harold and his grandson, Andrew, are currently restoring a
WWII Lancaster to fly. It is a sister of the NZBCA Avro Lancaster at
MOTAT

We are fortunate to have such people who still care and
ensure that our lost airmen are not forgotten.
“Years later, we still remember these seven men shot down over
Montigny”.
We found another NZ in the
cemetery and laid a fern on his
grave. He was shot in January
1944 and his name is Philip.
Tell the remaining veterans
some French people still
commemorate them.

We Remember Them
In towns and villages across France,
Belgium and Holland there are small
memorials honouring the fallen of the RAF.
So many are from Bomber Command and
while most now lie in Commonwealth War
Graves there are some who were laid to rest
in the local village cemetery where they are
still cared for by the same families whose
Grandparents helped at the time. In some
cases the local people refused to hand the
bodies over and instead gave the aircrew a
special place in the their churchyards.
And to this day the crash is recalled and
the dead honoured by wreath laying and
remembrance services.
One such is in the village of Virofllay
where Frank Selwell and George Gardner
who died when their 622 squadron crashed
on June 8 1944 lie beside Gibson Philp, a pilot with 487 NZ
squadron who died on 14 January the same year during a rocket
attack on a V1 site.

Wreath of fern

Deputy mayor
(in charge of the Twinnings)
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Thank you so much, you,
Francois and your friends are
absolute treasures.
Our annual memorial service
is being held tomorrow with all
the pomp and military services
present, but, it is those like you
who remember and still honour
our fallen that means so much
Gibson Philp NZ 412265 who
you now know was a pilot with
486 NZ fighter squadron flying
Typhoon aircraft.
He had previously flown one
of the Spitfires from the aircraft
carrier Eagle to Malta in their
time of need.
Gibson was born in Wellington
on April 4 1920 and left a wife
(Nancy), she later re-married.
So now he is not alone, but
has you as his family.
Kindest regards
Peter

Alliot Verdon Roe (A V Roe) and Roy Chadwick designed and
built The Lancaster, its predecessor, The Manchester, and (of
course!) The Vulcan. Sadly Chadwick passed away during the
rough sketch stage of The Vulcan. I worked there just after,
on Blue Steel. A missile designed to be delivered by Vulcan,
Blue Steel could blow at detonation height above target. I
seem to remember that it’s motor was by De Havilland, who
pinched the design from the German V2. Blue Steel was a
stand-off retaliation weapon and an important cold-war
deterrent. I worked on its autopilot prototype at Woodford.
Oddly, no security. Off the bus, through the gates, no pass
needed and through Vulcan development, onto Blue Steel.
A V Roe first prototypes were always 20% of the intended
size. They also made prototype delta winged fighters, but
the RAF weren’t interested.
Coningsby has a viewing facility. Rather northerly for
Bomber Command Stations, my guess is that it took that
far to get to 18,000? feet before they entered German held
territory and its fighter bases. They were always fully laden.
The more distant the target, more fuel and lower bomb
load. They saw D-Day landings.
Bernard & Frank (springer spaniel)
Bernard Jnr followed his father into aviation.
bern.leighton@virgin.net
We lost our dear Mary Stopes Roe on Friday 10th May 2019

From
To		
Class
		
Subject.

F/Lt T.C.B. de Lan
Corporal of the Cat.
4313. “C” Squadron
MXWL/40/8/CAT.
0000600 L.A.C CAT.O.

Instructions for care of the above mentioned Cat are
as follows.
1. The Cat shall be housed in a suitable kennel or
bin labelled “Crypt” for it should be remembered
that the Cat crept into the Crypt, Crapped and
crept out again.
2. At no time shall the Cat be left without a saucer
or suitable receptacle containing Beer, Water or
Milk which shall be situated in the Wash-house.
The Cat Corporal will be held strictly responsible
for the irrigation of the Cat.
3. A scientifically balanced diet shall regularly be
dispersed to the Cat by the Cat Corporal who
shall determine the vitamin content required in
consultation with the dietitian.
4. The Cat shall not eat more than two meals per
day inclusive of snacks.
5. Every effort shall be made to bring the above
Aircat up to the weight standard demanded for
Aircrew.
6. The Corporal of the Cat shall be responsible for
house-breaking the said Aircat in his own tent.
7. The Corporal o. t. C. shall appoint a volunteer U/T
Cat Warden to act for him in his absence on duty
or when confined.
8. All points not capable of decision by the Corporal
of the Cat should be referred to the undersigned.
Sgd. T.C.B. de Lan F/LtR.A.F. Replacement Centre.

Rodney Williams, Pilot in 90 Squadron

E WEDDALL SAAF

NZBCA wreath and
floral tribute to Mary
Stopes Roe

R.A.F. Replacement Centre.
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The long-awaited story of New Zealand’s only specialist
Night fighter squadron in ww2
A Narrative covering the history
of 488 (New Zealand) Squadron
of the RAF that served in the UK
and Europe from 25th June 1942
to 26th April 1945. This narrative
includes a substantial collection
of anecdotal information compiled
from interviews with the remaining
veterans themselves and diary
information sourced from the many
supportive families wishing the 488
story to be told.
The original 488 Squadron fought in
the Far East against the Japanese and
its story ‘The Last Stand in Singapore’
was published in 2008. This squadron
was disbanded when Singapore fell to
the
Japanese in March 1942. In the meantime a newly formed
488 Squadron with mainly New Zealand aircrews was set
up in the UK by the British High Command to counter
the German Luftwaffe night time bombing that was
devastating the cities of southern England. This new
book covers their activities on a day to day basis.
They were set up as a specialist night fighter unit
using firstly Bristol Beaufighters and then De
Havilland Mosquito aircraft complete with a new
weaponed concept for the first time ever, a newly
developed Radar system designed to fit into
aircraft.
488 Squadron were at the forefront
R N
UAD
in the use of this experimental
Z) SQ
75(N
equipment. They fought as part of a
group of fifteen otherI squadrons in
T skies over Southern England,
the night
eventually chasing the Nazi bombers
across Europe right back into Germany
where they came from. There were many
tragic losses on the way and due to the
secret nature of their work, 488 Squadron
were seemingly forgotten after the end of
the war. It was important to me that their
story be told and hopefully this book will allow
these young men who fought and died for the
Allied cause to rightfully gain some publicity for
the sacrifices they made for us. Author Graham
Clayton
Published by Mention The War Limited
www.bombercommandbooks.com
Email gacn@xtra.co.nz for all sales enquiries
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5th August, 1941: the London Gazette announced that King
George VI had graciously conferred the award of Victoria
Cross on Sgt Pilot, James Allen Ward, 75(NZ)Squadron,RAF.
Vickers Wellington AA-R was attacked by a night fighter
when returning from a raid on the German City of Munster
on the night 7/8th July 1941. Amidst other major damage,
bullets from the MeBf 110 punctured a fuel line to the
starboard engine causing a jet-like fire to emerge from the
wing. Desperate efforts to put the fire out proved useless:
the wing covered in dopped linen was threatened.
Jimmy summed up the situation and thought ”he had
a good chance!” Helped by the Observer-Navigator,
Jimmy climbed out through the astrodome and along
to the seat of the fire to try and put it out. While not
extinguished Jimmy saved the wing by his actions in
tearing the fabric away from the fire. Given the freezing
COU
temperature, the prop-wash, the aircraft
RA
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bouncing around at thousands of
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metres above the Zuider Zee,
WAR
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C
Jimmy hung on with one hand
while trying to stuff an engine
cover into the seat of the fire.
Such action in saving his crew
and aircraft, gallantry in the face of
the enemy, warranted the award.
Sadly, after the announcement,
Jimmy and his crew were shot down
over Hamburg on 15/16th September.
Attendance
at Buckingham Palace he
BOB
MOO
RE
had been notified of was not to be: his
parents were presented with his medal
by
New Zealand’s Governor General, at
Wellington, in October 1942. The book corrects myths
and previously published errors. It is the story of
Jimmy’s family in Coventry and later as immigrants
to NZ; Jimmy’s life, his death, and later, discovery by
exhumation in 1946.
Author Bob Moore
Sales Contact patrobmoore@xtra.co.nz

75(NZ) Squadron
A detailed study of 75 during WWII. Its large format
and well illustrated with photos from the NZBCA
archives.
Co-author Chris Newey is a NZBCA executive.

Late Arrival
An account of Air Gunner Winkie Kirk written by his
son, and covers the time both on 75 squadron and later
when he fought with the French Marqi.
75(NZ) Squadron and Late Arrival are available through
Amazon and well worth getting hold of.
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